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Abstract: In the last decade, the use of biometrics has had a lot of success applied to the
security and video surveillance tools. Due to that, facial authentication has a preferred place
in continuous development with the purpose of getting the identification and verification of
the user. Specifically, the use of facial authentication in virtual online environments is so
important in order to improve the security mechanism in e- Learning systems, mostly in the
field of online exams into a virtual platform. Particularly, the authentication of an user
inside a LMS is essential for the institutions or universities to make sure that the student is
who he says he is (the correct user). This article focuses on analysing and comparing the
different facial authentication systems to verify the students when they use e-learning
platforms, detailing the costs and the features of every system listed.

1. Introduction
Nowadays, security has become a relevant topic in all those sectors where everyone looks for
different ways to be protected . However, the obsession about security in some countries, due to the
terrorist threats, robbery, or vandalism, has motivated the existence of a bigger interest in
identifying and verifying people with the purpose of getting a good security. [1].
There are some systems in order to verify the identity of a person. However, Biometrics are
considered as the safest method to determine for sure someone's identity [2]. The last advances in
biometrics, combined with computing and electronics, have allowed the development of the most
modern and safest solutions of personal identification. For that reason, in the last few years,
biometrics has gained recognition in many fields, in which are included the university sector and
specifically the online learning [3].
The long-distance education offer is more and more frequent in our society, where every year is
more and more in demand for all kind of students, as it provides a more flexible way of learning in
terms of location and transmission of contents through e-Learning platforms [4]. In the longdistance learning may exist the reasonable doubt of wether the student who is doing the activities is
who he says he is, because in this process he cannot be observed face to face while he realizes his
activities. For that, Biometrics seems to be a technology that can solve this problem [5].
The correct authentication of a student is an essential requirement for a Learning Management
System (LMS), so if a third person tries to access stealing the identity of an authorized student the
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security off all the systtem can be compromise
c
ed [6].
Knowinng all of thiis, our articcle focus onn explaining
g the concep
pt of Biom
metrics and its
i differentt
types, speccifically thee facial auth
hentication.. Furthermo
ore, the diffferent typess of facial software
s
onn
the markett will be dettailed, which
h allow the identification and verification of tthe users.
The rem
minder of thhis article iss organized as follows: the next section introoduces the background
b
d
research reelated to thee current work,
w
mentiooning the im
mprovementts over the existing literature; thee
section 3 ppresents the different usseful authenntication faccial softwarre which cann be used on
n educationn,
and finallyy the sectionn 4 mentionss the concluusions.
2. Theoryy frame
2.1

Apprroach to th
he biometriics concept

If we unnderstand thhis concept in very brooad terms, we
w could saay biometriccs has been
n used sincee
the human being creattion and, in
n fact we usse it in plentty of times along the dday without realizing itt
[7]. Exampple, when we
w pick up the
t phone aand we'll listen the interlocutor's vvoice, our brrain tries too
check if thhis voice is similar to any
a of the samples thaat it has sto
ored in its m
memory and
d has beingg
saving duriing our life.
Biometrrics is an auutomated method
m
of peersonal reco
ognition thaat has its baase in the biiological orr
behaviouraal characterristics [8]. The recoggnition is personal
p
an
nd non-trannsferable. To
T make itt
happens, kkeys, cards,, passwordss or any otther devicees are not required.
r
Itt's all aboutt a processs
similar to the ones thhat human being
b
usuallly realizes recognizing
r
g and identiifying otherr people forr
their physical aspect, their
t
voice or the way tthey walk, etc.
e
his science iis divided in
n Static Bio
ometrics andd Dynamic Biometricss
In orderr to achievee its goal, th
[9]. The staatic Biomettrics is dedicated to thee study of th
he physiological and chhemical chaaracteristicss
that a persoon can havee to be identtified. In thee other hand
d the dynam
mic biometriics develops its studiess
in the behaaviour of thhe human beeing to deteermine whaat makes theem unique. It can be ob
bserved thee
main fieldss that are stuudied by bio
ometrics in the figure 1.
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Figuree 1 Types of
o biometric s. (García-H
Hernández & Paredes, 22005).
While ssome methoods require any volunttary action from the user, the faccial recognittion can bee
used in a ppassive wayy. This can be
b an advanntage to mak
ke more useeful its utilizzation and become,
b
forr
example, inn a video suurveillance system. Foollowing thee thesis reallised by Vallvert (2006), the faciall
authenticattion presentts less weak
knesses andd more stren
ngths than th
he rest of thhe methods [10]. Somee
of its advanntages are:
In whicch concerns the data accquisition, iis much eassier to obtain images oof a good faacial qualityy
than goodd fingerprinnts (cuts in
n fingers, bbandaged fingers,
fi
calllosities, dryy or wet skin...).
s
Iriss
2

Scanners ccan provide a high effectiveness foor the recog
gnition of th
he users, how
wever, due to the littlee
size of the iris, a highh-resolution camera is nneeded to capture it. In
n the other hhand, signatture is usedd
to legalizee documentts, but usually peoplee vary theiir sign sign
nificantly ddue to: (1) they don'tt
remember their previious signatu
ure, (2) theey can mov
ve while sig
gning channging its sh
hape; or (3))
because thhey are using a differen
nt pen; all oof this reducce the reliab
bility of thee signing id
dentificationn
systems.
n is presenteed as a possible alternative to the uuser identifiication withh
For thatt, the facial recognition
better posssible resultss, because itt is a non-inntrusive method, which
h means thaat data can be
b acquiredd
without anny kind of additional
a
action from the user, in
n which a webcam
w
is aall you need
d to capturee
the facial im
mages.
2.2

Apprroaching too the faciall authenticaation conceept

A faciall authenticaation system
m is a softw
ware directeed by a com
mputer to iddentify auto
omatically a
person person in a diggital image using
u
the coomparison of
o certain faacial charactteristics [11].
Regardlless of the technique
t
used
u
for the solution, th
he facial autthenticationn requires th
hree stages::
(1) the dettection of thhe face in a photographh, (2) the ex
xtraction off the facial characteristtics and (3))
the identifiication and//or verificattion of the fface by meaans of the cllassificationn of the characteristics..
In the idenntification, the
t system provides
p
thhe identity of
o the person
n, while thee verificatio
on confirmss
o rejects it. In the figuure 2, it can be observedd how this system
s
work
ks.

hentication method.
m
Figure 2 Stages off facial auth
2.3

Advaances in the use of thee facial autthentication
n in the edu
ucational fiield

Kalikovva, Koukol & Krcal [12
2] developeed a biometrric system called
c
Bioteest with the purpose off
identifyingg the studennts during the
t exams aand tests in
n random in
ntervals. Ussing this so
oftware, thee
teacher cann see if the identificatio
on of a studdent was possitive. If th
he identificaation of a stu
udent is nott
verified poositively on three occassions, the syystem sends a notificatiion to the teeacher.
In the same line of this wo
ork, Fayyouumi & Zarrrad [13] developed
d
a facial autthenticationn
software ffor the idenntification of
o the studdents when they had to do theirr exams on
n line. Thee
researcherss not only configured
c
the
t softwarre in the log
gin process of the onlinne exam, bu
ut they alsoo
did a continuous moniitoring (in short
s
time inntervals) du
uring the exaams period,, in order to
o assure thatt
here until tthe end and
d avoid thee
the studennt that has started the exam is thhe same thaat stayed th
possibility of committting fraud.
Finally, the authorrs Owayjan,, Dergham, Haber et al.,
a [14] prop
pose a faciaal recognitiion securityy
system whhich can deteect the intru
uders and deeny them th
he access to security areeas where only
o
the reall
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user can access. The system they present is divided in two parts, in first place a webcam for the
detection of the face of the user, and in second place, the facial authentication software for the
identification and verification of the user. The software works as follows: when the user accesses to
the area in question, the user's webcam starts working capturing different pictures and sends them to
de database of the software for its later comparison and analysis with a real photograph of the
student. If the user is not who says he is, an alert is sent.
3. Precision of the different facial authentication systems
Due to the growth that long-distance education has acquired in the last decade and to the
inability to control the student's environment in his exams and online activities, is a challenge for
the long-distance universities to improve this critical aspect. As Trenholm [15] assures, there are
better techniques for cheating in the classroom. As the author said, an 84% of the students say that
they need to cheat to go on their academic careers. Some examples of the academic frauds that they
are able to do are: (1) a fake user doing the exam; (2) the collaboration of some other students
during the exam; y (3) the use of materials and resources not allowed in the exams.
In this context and due to the importance of security and verification of the students that are
studying in long distance education, it is important to find a way for these institutions to use any
mechanism for helping to solve this problem.
The technology has advanced to remark that biometric systems like facial authentication,
fingerprints or iris, have been successfully applied in the different organizations for the
identification and verification of the users, being nowadays, facial authentication, the most
demanded system. The utilization of biometric systems and technologies for the verification and
surveillance of the students while they do their online activities and exams will help to improve the
security of the academic institutions and the performance of the students [16].
The purpose of this paragraph is to know the existing technologies such as facial authentication
systems to check the identity of the students that use virtual learning platforms in their education
with the purpose of being able to rent the services provided by some of those technology companies.
In this research, it has been analysed and compared the features that every biometric system offered.
3.1 Securexam Remote Proctor
As Gao [17] assures, Securexam Proctor1 is a device made by the company Software Secure Inc;
that has a fingerprint scanner, a microphone and a webcam with 360 degrees view in order to obtain
a complete sight of the scenario where the user is. The software includes a safe browser to block
and restrict key functions during the exams (for example, copy and paste, access to files and folders,
opening applications, the access to the browsers, etcetera). As said by the author, different
universities have used the system, such as "Troy University" or "New York University". Renting
this biometric system has a price. The hardware costs 100 dollars, it costs 20 dollars and the
technical support costs 10 dollars a year. In general, the total price per student is 150 dollars a year.
3.2 ProctorU
The research of Xiao & Ji [18] includes the system ProctorU 2 supported by the company
Axicom, it is a real-time service that verifies the identity of the student when he does his online
exams. The system includes some personal information of the user from a variety of databases,
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using them to ask the user a series of questions about his privacy, for example, his address or his job.
The students must answer them correctly to start the exam. In addition, the user has to save some
time to do it, having a webcam to monitor him or her during the online exam. Through this webcam,
a person from the software company will guide and monitor the student in the examination process.
As said by the author, the "National American University" has used this system in the exams of
their students. Regarding the price, using this service costs 25 dollars for two hours of exam. That
means a price about 75 dollars a year approximately.
3.3 Kryterion Webassessor
Frank [19] defined Kryterion website3 as one of the best solutions for the online identification of
the users in comparison with other methods. The tool uses the image of the user captured through
his webcam and of his keystrokes. A person of the company supervises the online exams of the
students who have got locked different applications of their computers while they do their exams to
prevent them from committing academic fraud. As said by the author, "Penn State University" has
used this system in the exams of their students. Regarding the cost, Rose [20] assures that it is
around 50-80 dollars for the webcam and 20.000 dollars to adapt their software to the university's
support.
3.4 Smowl
Labayen, Vea, Flórez et al., [5] assure that Smowl is directed to companies that require high
security levels, such as financial companies, but also to other sectors such as online training, in
which checking the identity of the user is essential to avoid frauds in the obtaining of academic
titles. It comes up to give a solution to this requirement of a continuous authentication of the online
student. Using an appropriate procedure, it is possible to verify not only the user's identity while he
logs in his virtual learning platform, but during the entire online interaction which is the most
important [6].
As said in the Smowl website4, the company that created the software is currently working
(March 2016) with 31 clients in 9 countries, with more than 6 million of analyzed pictures. As said
by Staubiz, Teusner, Renz et al., [6], the ANECA5 has approved the use of the facial authentication
system Smowl in two online Masters of Rey Juan Carlos University (URJC).
However, all those systems present a common characteristic: The kind of company. All those
software have been created by private companies, therefore, each of them has a price for being used.
As a solution for this cost which universities have to face, they are currently developing another
kind of software that doesn't require a payment for the use, included in the category of free software.
Openface6 is a software that is acquiring great popularity, which we will detail it below.
3.4 OpenFace: Free and open source face recognition
Amos, Ludwiczuk & Saryanaranayan[22] have been the creators of OpenFace in the Carnegie
Mellon University of Pennsylvania under the license Apache 2.0. Since OpenFace is an open-source
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project based in a research project of google, its creators have uploaded the source code to their
website so everyone who is interested in the project can download it and consult it for free.
To use it is necessary to previously introduce the information of every subject (name and a
minimum of 10 pictures of this person) so OpenFace can learn how to differentiate every person
using his features. This way, once the information of some subjects has been introduced, the system
can find out who is who in real-time. It implements state-of-the-art facial behaviour analysis
algorithms including: facial landmark detection, head pose tracking, eye gaze tracking, eye gaze and
facial Action Unit estimation [23].
The table 1 presents the descriptions, technical specifications and paid services of these software
from the research of Rodchua, Yiadom-Boakye& Woolsey [21], and the ones of the author of the
article.
Table 1 Features of the different biometric systems.
Biometric
System
Secureexam
Remote Proctor
ProctorU

Webassessor

Smowl

Openface

Description
- Utilization of fingerprints for the user's identification.
- Requires a video surveillance system.
- Requires the username, password and a picture to identify
the student.
- The identification of the user in real-time done by a
person of the company.
- A facial recognition software and keystrokes rhythm
patterns are required.
- Video surveillance system using a webcam.

Price
150 dollars a year.
It is around 20-30
dollars for a two
hours’ exam.

50-80 dollars for
the webcam plus
the costs for using
the application.
- Webcam of the student's terminal to capture images and 4,99€ per hour.
sounds.
- App that can be downloaded from Smowltech server and
can be executed in the user's browser without any kind of
installation process.
- The
code
is
available
on
GitHub Opensourse (free
at cmusatyalab/openface.
of charges)

4. Conclusions
Currently a lot of companies and organisms have started to experience the possibilities of using
security systems based in biometrics. It offers a new way to identify a person using something that
is part of his body, his identity, in which is a very difficult possibility to steal a biometric
characteristic and, in all the cases, there are ways to detect if that characteristic has been stolen.
Consequently, is necessary that the universities that use virtual learning platforms, do a selfstudy, evaluate themselves and start using and checking the results obtained from the utilization of
facial authentication software in the learning and teaching process that the student does in this kind
of platforms, with the purpose of verifying and identifying his identity and avoiding or minimizing
the academic fraud.
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